Pomeroy’s Letter Express:
A Re-Classification of Issues
By
Scott R. Trepel
This article attempts to re-classify the stamps printed in 1844 by John E.
Gavit for his brother-in-law, George E. Pomeroy, who operated the independent mail
firm Pomeroy’s Letter Express. The decades-old correspondence and notes of past
students — knowledgeable philatelists such as Elliott Perry, George Sloane, Frank
Hollowbush, Warren K. Hale and Pitt Petri — reveal the frustration they experienced
during years of effort to learn basic facts about the Pomeroy stamps. For example, in
which order were the different colors printed? How was the plate altered to create the
two major varieties, Value Complete and Value Incomplete? Was the plate used to
make reprints, or were all of the stamps in collectors’ hands today printed in 1844?
None of these questions has been satisfactorily answered.
The author has developed a new approach to classification, based on an
exhaustive study of Pomeroy stamps made possible by the recent dispersal of several
major collections. The term re-classification was carefully chosen for the title of this
article, because the Scott Catalogue listings (117L1-117L7 and footnotes) do not fully
describe the nature or extent of the variations among stamps. A catalogue is only as
good as the observations used as a basis for the listings. If collectors are going to
explore and discover, they need to develop a field guide to what actually exists. At this
point, the author thinks it is possible to go beyond the Scott listings, thus creating a
better field guide for collectors.
Paper Differences
For years the different colors of Pomeroy stamps have been the primary factor in classification, with only one broad cut made between the yellow surface-colored
paper (117L1 and 117L2) and “thin bond paper”, as Scott describes it. However, if
paper is made the primary factor, and the different papers collectively known as “thin
bond” are scrutinized more carefully, the stamps fall into groups that may provide a
better indication of printings.
In the listings presented in this article, the author has categorized Pomeroy
stamps according the the following outline:
—Paper Type
—Color Family
—Color Shade

As it turns out, paper is more functional as a classification tool, because the
papers are easier to identify, verbally and visually, than the wide range of colors and
shades. Paper is also a constant among different colored stamps, and that constancy
probably identifies a printing group.
There is a logical explanation for assigning different colors to the same print
run when paper is the constant. If a printer were to receive an order for Black, Brown
and Blue stamps, he would change inks while using the same batch of paper. At a later

date, if there were another order for more of the same color or colors, and if different
paper were used, then the stamps would be found in the same color(s) on the two different papers. It would make no sense for a printer to produce one particular color on
two kinds of paper, then change inks and repeat the press run on the same two papers.
Therefore, a significant aspect of the author’s revised classification system is
the accurate determination of paper characteristics. What follows is an analysis
derived from the study of more than two hundred different Pomeroy examples, including unused and used singles, stamps with original gum, multiples and complete sheets,
and dated covers.
Each Pomeroy stamp falls into one of the following groups. Paper types are
bold, paper colors are italicized, stamp colors are in regular type, and Scott numbers
are in parentheses. The visual and descriptive guide follows this outline.
1) Surface-Colored Glazed (White Back, Gummed)—First printings
A) Lemon Yellow (also known as Greenish Yellow)
i) Black, Value Incomplete (117L2)
ii) Black, Value Complete (117L1)
B) Dull Yellow (often oxidized)
i) Black, Value Incomplete (117L2)
ii) Black, Value Complete (117L1)
All of the following are designs with Value Complete:
2) Thick Wove—shows coarse mesh when held to light
A) Buff (no gum)
i) Black, Value Complete (unlisted)
B) Yellow Surface-Colored (Tinted Buff Back, no gum)
i) Black, Value Complete (incorrectly listed as 117L1 remainder)
C) Yellow Colored-Thru (no gum)
i) Black, Value Complete (Scott footnote)
D) Orange-Yellow Colored-Thru (gummed)
i) Black, Value Complete (Scott footnote)
3) Thin Pelure—extremely thin, translucent, no wood fiber inclusions, gummed
i) Blue shades (117L3 VAR)
ii) Black (117L4 VAR)
iii) Chocolate Brown (Scott footnote)
4) Thin Handmade Bond—crisp, mottled back, no wood fiber inclusions, gummed
i) Blue shades (117L3)
ii) Black (117L4), unused remainders without gum
iii) Red shades (117L5), unused remainders with and without gum
iv) Lake (117L6)
v) Chocolate Brown (Scott footnote)
vi) Bright Yellow (unlisted)
5) Medium Fibrous—numerous wood fiber inclusions, no gum
i) Blue shades (117L3 VAR)
ii) Black (117L4 VAR)
iii) Red shades (117L5 VAR)
iv) Orange (117L7)
v) Brown shades except Chocolate Brown (Scott footnote)

A DESCRIPTIVE GUIDE TO POMEROY’S LETTER EXPRESS STAMPS

Value Incomplete

Value Complete

The Two Basic Design Variations
Surface-Colored Glazed Paper (White Back)
Lemon or Greenish Yellow Glazed (White Back, Gummed)—moderate to high
gloss finish; no paper shrinkage.
Scott 117L2—Black with Value Incomplete (“20 for $—”)
Rare—Only known in used condition; no recorded multiples.
Scott 117L1—Black with Value Complete (“20 for $1”)
Scarce—Known used and rare in unused condition.

Dull Yellow Glazed (White Back, Gummed)—dull gloss finish; no paper shrinkage.
Scott 117L2—Black with Value Incomplete (“20 for $—”)
Rare—Only known in used condition; no recorded multiples.
Scott 117L1—Black with Value Complete (“20 for $1”)
Scarce—Known used and rare in unused condition.
Note: Two unused blocks of 117L1 are recorded (one of six from two rejoined
strips of three, and another block of eight); the paper shade is unknown.

Thick Wove Paper
Buff Wove (No Gum)—no paper shrinkage.
Scott 117L4 VAR—Black with Value Complete (“20 for $1”)
Two uncancelled examples recorded. The tint of the paper is similar to the back
of the Yellow Wove (Tinted Buff Back, No Gum) listed below. Sloane’s notes refer
to a bottom-margin example, ex Caspary, and Sloane believed it was a proof
impression.

Yellow Surface-Colored Wove (Tinted Buff Back, No Gum)—matte finish; no
paper shrinkage.
Scott 117L1 VAR—Black with Value Complete (“20 for $1”)
Common unused and in complete sheets (without gum); not known used.
Note: Although classified as 117L1 in Scott (and priced at $5.50 unused), the
coarse mesh paper of this printing is noticeably different than the issued stamps
known in used condition. The back is a tinted Buff color. Many examples have a
horizontal red pen line across the back. It may be a later reprint.

Thick Wove Paper (continued)
Yellow Wove (Colored-Thru, No Gum)—
no paper shrinkage.
Footnoted in Scott—Black with Value Complete (“20 for
$1”)
Common unused; not known used. The printed design does
not show strongly on back. It may be a later reprint.
Front and back
Orange-Yellow Wove (Colored-Thru, Gummed)—
no paper shrinkage.
Footnoted in Scott—Intense Black with Value Complete
(“20 for $1”)
Scarce unused; not known used. The printed design shows
strongly on back. It may be a later reprint.
Front and back

Thin Pelure Paper
Pelure paper is extremely thin and translucent and has no wood fiber inclusions. The printed design shows
thru the back clearly and uniformly. Paper shrinkage is variable but generally less pronounced than shrinkage
of Thin Handmade Bond paper.
Scott 117L3 VAR—Blue (Milky Blue, Deep Blue)
Scarce—The Milky Blue shade (shown) is very distinctive
and not found on any of the other papers. Some of the
stamps on cover may be on Pelure paper.

Front and back
Scott 117L4 VAR—Black
Scarce—Known used and unused. One cancelled stamp
still has part of yellowish crackly original gum.

Front and back
Color Footnoted in Scott—Chocolate Brown
Scarce—Very few unused examples known (one with yellowish crackly original gum). The shade is very distinctive.

Front and back

Thin Handmade Bond Paper
Thin Handmade Bond can be differentiated from Medium Fibrous Paper by the absence of small wood fiber
inclusions and threadlike patterns. It differs from Pelure in its crispness and more opaque (or mottled)
appearance on back. Paper shrinkage is more pronounced, causing the female figure to look thinner.
Scott 117L3—Blue Shades (Blue, Bright Blue)
Uncommon—Known used and unused. Yellowish crackly original gum.

Blue (front and back)

Bright Blue (front and back)

Scott 117L4—Black
Known used and unused. Yellowish crackly original gum. A large number of ungummed sheets on Thin
Handmade Bond reached collectors. Used copies and examples with original gum are scarce.

Black (front and back)
Scott 117L5—Red Shades (Rose Red, Bright Rose Red, Dull Red, Orange Red)
Common unused and with gum. Yellowish crackly gum (scarce) or smooth white gum (common). A
large number of sheets on Thin Handmade Bond reached collectors. Used copies are very scarce.

Rose Red (front and back)

Bright Rose Red (front and back)

Dull Red (front and back)

Orange Red (front and back)

Thin Handmade Bond Paper (continued)
Scott 117L6—Lake
Known used (consistently from New York City). Very rare unused. One block of four recorded. Found
with original gum (no description available). No remainders in this shade were found.

Lake (front and back)
Color Footnoted in Scott—Chocolate Brown
A few unused examples recorded. Shows almost no paper shrinkage. Similar to Pelure. The Chocolate
Brown on either paper may never have been issued.

Chocolate Brown (front and back)
Unlisted—Bright Yellow
One unused example recorded. Neither listed nor footnoted in Scott. Probably never issued.

Bright Yellow (front and back)

Medium Fibrous Paper
Medium Fibrous Paper is easily identifiable by the presence of numerous small wood fiber inclusions and
threadlike patterns (see detail below). Paper shrinkage was minimal, thus the stamps are generally wider
than those printed on Thin Handmade Bond, which is another means of identification. Gum is not found on
this paper, and no used examples have been found. These factors, together with the abundance of sheets and
multiples, indicate that this was a remainder supply.
Scott 117L3 VAR—Blue Shades (Dark Blue, Deep Prussian Blue)
Relatively scarce when compared with other colors from this printing.

Dark Blue (front and back)

Deep Prussian Blue (front and back)

Scott 117L4 VAR—Black
Common in sheet form.

Detail of small fiber inclusions

Black (front and back)
Scott 117L5 VAR—Red Shades (Dark Red, Orange Red)
Common in sheet form.

Dark Red (front and back)

Oxidized Red (front and back)

Orange Red (front and back)

Medium Fibrous Paper (continued)
Scott 117L7—Orange Shades (Yellowish Orange, Orange, Bright Orange)
Common. The Scott-listed Orange shade only comes on Medium Fibrous Paper and is not known used.

Yellowish Orange (front and back)

Orange (front and back)

Bright Orange (front and back)
Color Footnoted in Scott—Brown Shades (Bright Brown, Brown, Dark Brown))
Common. These shades only come on Medium Fibrous Paper and are not known used.

Bright Brown (front and back)

Dark Brown (front and back)

Brown (front and back)

Revising the Scott Catalogue
If the Scott Catalogue listings were revised to reflect the author’s classification of papers, while retaining the Scott numbers for the stamps now listed, they
might appear as follows:
1844
Yellow Surface Colored Glazed Paper (White Back)
Value Complete (“20 for $1”)
117L1

L233

5c black, greenish yellow, dull yellow
On cover, tied by ms.
On cover, handstamp cancel
Pair
Pair on cover
Block of 4

—

150.00
1,000.00
1,000.00
—
—

—

Value Incomplete (“20 for $—”)
117L2

L233a

5c black, greenish yellow, dull yellow
—
1,500.00
On cover
5,000.00
On cover with #117L1
—
Approximately 18 covers are known with Nos. 117L2, including two bearing both Nos. 117L1
and 117L2. Stamps from the plate without the value stated are believed to have been printed
before the value was added to the plate and were issued concurrently.
Value Complete (“20 for $1”)
Thick Wove Paper
117L2A L233
5c black, buff, without gum
—
117L2B L233
5c black, yellow (buff tint on back), without gum
5.00
117L2C L233
5c black, yellow (colored-thru), without gum
5.00
a.
Orange Yellow (colored-thru), with gum
10.00
Nos. 117L2A-117L2C can be distinguished from other issues by the coarse mesh paper when
held to light. No. 117L2A may be a proof impression. The stamps on yellow paper may be
remainders or reprints. None are known used.
Thin Handmade Bond Paper

117L3

L233

117L4

L233

117L5

117L6

L233

L233

5c blue (shades)
On cover
Pair on cover
Block of 4
5c black
On cover
Pair on cover, red “Paid” cancel
Strip of 4 on cover
Block of 4, without gum
Complete sheet of 40, without gum
5c red (shades)
On cover
Strip of 3 on cover
Block of four
Complete sheet of 40
5c lake
On cover
On cover, tied by handstamp
Block of 4

300.00

–
5.00

25.00
300.00
5.00

25.00
300.00
—

—

500.00
2,500.00
6,000.00
150.00
1,500.00
7,500.00
5,000.00

300.00
3,500.00
8,500.00

750.00
1,500.00
6,000.00

117L6A L233
5c chocolate brown
—
117L6B L233
5c bright yellow
—
Nos. 117L3-117L6B are on thin crisp handmade bond paper that is semi-transparent and
shows a mottled appearance on back. This paper may be distinguished from the medium
fibrous paper by the absence of small wood fiber inclusions. Remainders of Nos. 117L4 (Black)
and 117L5 (Red) reached collectors (most unused examples of 117L4 are without gum). Nos.
117L6A (Chocolate Brown) and 117L6B (Bright Yellow) are not known used and were probably
prepared but not issued.
Thin Pelure Paper
117L6C L233
117L6D L233

5c deep blue (shades)
—
—
5c black
—
—
Pair
—
—
117L6E L233
5c chocolate brown
—
—
Nos. 117L6C-117L6E are on extremely thin semi-transparent paper. The printed design shows
thru clearly and uniformly. They are scarce and probably come from an early printing.
Medium Fibrous Paper
117L7

L233

5c orange (shades), without gum
5.00
Block of four
25.00
Complete sheet of 40
300.00
117L8 L233
5c deep blue (shades), without gum
5.00
Block of four
25.00
Complete sheet of 40
300.00
117L9 L233
5c black, without gum
5.00
Block of four
25.00
Complete sheet of 40
300.00
117L10 L233
5c red (shades), without gum
5.00
Block of four
25.00
Complete sheet of 40
300.00
117L11 L233
5c brown (shades), without gum
5.00
Block of four
25.00
Complete sheet of 40
300.00
Nos. 117L7-117L11 are on thin semi-transparent paper that may be distinguished from other
papers by the presence of numerous wood fiber inclusions. No examples are known with gum
and they are not known used on cover. Therefore, it is believed that stamps on this paper come
from remainders of a printing that was prepared but never issued. They may also be reprints.

Conclusion
Using this field guide to Pomeroy stamps, philatelists will be better equipped
to classify different varieties and proceed further into plate studies that might solve
some of the mysteries about production. The confusion of originals, remainders and
reprints has hindered study and generally led to a prejudice against unused Pomeroy
stamps. If the author is correct in his judgment that the paper defines the printing, then
perhaps the scarce stamps will emerge from the shadow of the ubiquitous remainders.
The author will be satisfied if this article points collectors in the right direction, and they in turn re-classify the listings to achieve even greater accuracy.

